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INFLATABLE-TECH

LIGHT EDITION 

The pre-laminated double layer Light Edition construction is 
the ultimate in lightweight. The machine-pre-laminated 2 layers 
of airtight PVC creates a durable shell of accurate thickness. 
This shell is then machine laminated directly onto the 500D 
Polyester Drop Stitch fabric. We offer the LE boards in 5” and 
6” thickness.

SUPERLIGHT

Features: Bungee, 2-color EVA deck pad, comfortable handle, double layer 
drop stitch

All the inflatable technologies feature:
EVA Pad - Diamond grooving + fine grooving for better gripping and comfort
Simple operation Inflation valve - Safe and fast push system
US compatible Finboxes - Easy mounting system without special tools

PRE-LAMINATION

Our Triple Layer Composite and our Double Layer constructions both include the specially developed pro-
cess of pre-lamination. This high tech process consists of machine-lamination of the multiple layers into a 
shell that has accurate thickness as well as superior abrasion and stretch properties. Compared to normal 
double layer boards we have been able to remove the manual glue application from the process and with 
it the room for error, the excess weight of the glue and the additional health hazards for our workers.
The fiber-reinforced layers create super strong and durable boards with a minimal amount of stretch.

LIGHT EDITION 
3D STRINGER

The pre-laminated double layer Light Edition construction is the ul-
timate in lightweight. The machine-pre-laminated 2 layers of airtight 
PVC creates a durable shell of accurate thickness. This shell is then 
machine laminated directly onto the 500D Polyester Drop Stitch fa-
bric. We offer the LE 3DS boards both in 5” (for lighter riders) and 6” 
thickness.

3D STRINGER
The 3D stringer is the most innovative solution to increase the stif-
fness of an inflatable board. It connects the deck, rail and bottom 
into one strong and solid U-beam. This has increased the stiffness 
of the boards up to 30%. Furthermore, the 3D Stringer increased the 
glued overlap surface in the high-stress standing area, increasing the 
safety of the boards.

SUPERIOR 
EDITION 3D
STRINGER

The 3 pre-laminated composite layers consist of 2 airtight PVC sheets 
bonded to a Polyester 1000D fabric to create one super strong shell. 
This shell is then machine laminated directly onto the 500D Polyes-
ter Drop Stitch fabric. The pre-lamination and the composite struc-
ture create an unprecedented weight/stiffness/durability ratio ever 
produced in an inflatable SUP. The SE 3DS boards are offered in 6” 
thickness, with the exception of the SurfAir 9’7”x32” (4” thick).

3D STRINGER
The 3D stringer is the most innovative solution to increase the stif-
fness of an inflatable board. It connects the deck, rail and bottom 
into one strong and solid U-beam. This has increased the stiffness 
of the boards up to 30%. Furthermore, the 3D Stringer increased the 
glued overlap surface in the high-stress standing area, increasing the 
safety of the boards.
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RAIL  LAYER



ALL SE3DS BOARDS  
COME WITH:

CHECK  SE bag with comfortable straps for backpacking, two wheels for good handling and straps 
on the sides for easy transport - you can pack all the stuff you need for a paddling tour into 
the bag next to the SUP

CHECK double action pump, adjustable to single action

CHECK repair kit

CHECK fin

ALL LE3DS & LE BOARDS 
COME WITH:

CHECK  LE bag with comfortable straps for backpacking 
and straps on the sides for easy transport - you can 
pack all the stuff you need for a paddling tour into 
the bag next to the SUP

CHECK double action pump, adjustable to single action

CHECK repair kit

CHECK fin

ALL SL BOARDS 
COME WITH:

CHECK  SL bag with comfortable straps for 
backpacking and straps on the sides 
for easy transport 

CHECK double action pump

CHECK repair kit

CHECK fin
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WHAT COMES WITH 
YOUR NEW SUP?



TEST 
FAVOURITE
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SUPERIOR EDITION
(SE 3DS)

SUPERIOR EDITION
(SE 3DS)

LIGHT EDITION
(LE)

LIGHT EDITION
(LE)

SUPER LIGHT
(SL)

LIGHT EDITION
(LE 3DS)

SUPER LIGHT
(SL)

LIGHT EDITION
(LE 3DS)

ALLROUNDAIR  
INFLATABLE
ALL ROUND – FOR ALL
The AllroundAir was created to cover the widest range of average paddler’s needs: from absolute beginners to those 
taking white water runs; from amateur surfers to yoga enthusiasts. This board was born to provide a taste of all the 
possibilities in Stand-Up Paddling, with the bonus of being a safe step into this world. It comes in 4 different technologies: 
Superior Edition with 3D Stringer, Light Edition with 3D Stringer, Light Edition and Superlight. A narrower nose allows for 
minimal push of the water in the front, resulting in a faster glide with each paddle stroke. The parallel outline ensures 
great traction and less paddle-hand changes. This also brings another advantage – a wider tail that significantly 
improves the stability of the board. 
A great recommendation for those 
who are not sure of what kind of 
board to buy.

TAIL RAIL EDGE
The Tail Rail Edge enhances the 
performance of the boards by 
allowing a quick water release. 
This technology is featured on the 
SE 3DS and LE 3DS models.

CRUISAIR  
INFLATABLE
CRUISING, TOURING & FITNESS
The CruisAir is the perfect design for your everyday 
paddle, touring and fitness. The balanced shape outline 
with a wider tail and narrower outline combines 
stability with speed. It is an excellent daily use board for 
different levels of riders. The outline and the features 
of this model follow the latest trends in SUP cruising. 
This board is a good choice for those looking for a 
faster glide without compromising the stability. It can 
flow smoothly on the water due to its narrow nose and 
great water dynamic parameters. This shape is one step 
closer to SUP racing compared to the AllroundAir. 
It comes in 4 different technologies: Superior Edition 
with 3D Stringer, Light Edition with 3D Stringer, Light 
Edition and Superlight.

TAIL RAIL EDGE
The Tail Rail Edge enhances the performance of 
the boards by allowing a quick water release. This 
technology is featured on the SE 3DS and LE 3DS 
models.

TOPSELLER

TOPSELLER

SIZE 
(inch)

TECHNOLOGY WEIGHT 
+/- 10 % (kg)

WIDTH 
(cm)

VOLUME
(liter)

LENGTH  
(cm)

THICKNESS
(cm)

US BOX CODE SRP €*

10’6“ x 32“x 6“ SE 3DS 10,8 81 318 319 15,2 9.0" IM tba tba

11’0“ x 33“ x 6“ SE 3DS tba 84 339 335 15,2 9.0" IM tba tba

10’6“ x 32“ x 6“ LE 3DS 9,2 81 318 319 15,2 9.0" IM tba tba

11’0“ x 33“ x 6“ LE 3DS tba 84 339 335 15,2 9.0" IM tba tba

10’6“ x 32“ x 5“ LE 3DS 8,8 81 256 319 12,7 9.0" IM tba tba

10’6“ x 32“ x 6“ LE 8,8 81 318 319 15,2 9.0" IM tba tba

11’0“ x 33“ x 6“ LE tba 84 339 335 15,2 9.0" IM tba tba

10’6“ x 32“ x 6“ SL 8,4 81 318 319 15,2 9.0" IM tba tba

11’0“ x 33“ x 6“ SL 8,8 84 339 335 15,2 9.0" IM tba tba

SIZE 
(inch)

TECHNOLOGY WEIGHT 
+/- 10 % (kg)

WIDTH 
(cm)

VOLUME
(liter)

LENGTH  
(cm)

THICKNESS
(cm)

US BOX CODE SRP €*

11’6“ x 30“ x 6“ SE 3DS 11,2 76 311 350 15,2 9.0" IM tba tba

12’6“ x 31“ x 6“ SE 3DS 12 81 333 381 15,2 9.0" IM tba tba

11’6“ x 30“ x 6“ LE 3DS 9,4 76 311 350 15,2 9.0" IM tba tba

12’6“ x 31“ x 6“ LE 3DS 10,2 81 333 381 15,2 9.0" IM tba tba

11’6“ x 30“ x 5“ LE 3DS 9,2 76 252 350 12,7 9.0" IM tba tba

11’6“ x 30“ x 6“ LE 8,8 76 311 350 15,2 9.0" IM tba tba

12’6“ x 31“ x 6“ LE 9,8 81 333 381 15,2 9.0" IM tba tba

11’6“ x 30“ x 6“ SL tba 81 333 381 15,2 9.0" IM tba tba

12’6“ x 31“ x 6“ SL tba 81 333 381 15,2 9.0" IM tba tba

NEW SIZE
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SPORTSTAIR  
INFLATABLE
FAST & STIFF
The secret of a fast board lies in the narrow outline, pointy nose, great 
gliding and stiffness. These principles were applied to the SportstAir 
to make it the fastest i-SUP available. Recently the SportstAir line was 
totally renewed and delivers even better performance. Its shape - with 
an outline developed by Werner Gnigler - has a thinner nose to allow 
better gliding after each stroke. With this board, it is finally possible to 
reach high-performance and pack it into a compact bag!

The SportsAir is built in the Superior Edition with 3D Stringer. The 3D 
stringer is the most innovative solution to increase the stiffness of an 
inflatable board. It connects the deck, rail and bottom into one strong 
and solid U-beam. This has increased the stiffness of the boards up 
to 30%. Furthermore, the 3D Stringer increased the glued overlap 
surface in the high-stress standing area, increasing the safety of the 
boards.

TAIL RAIL EDGE
The Tail Rail Edge enhances the performance of the boards by allowing 
a quick water release.

SIZE 
(inch)

TECHNOLOGY WEIGHT 
+/- 10 % (kg)

WIDTH 
(cm)

VOLUME
(liter)

LENGTH  
(cm)

THICKNESS
(cm)

US BOX CODE SRP €*

12'6" x 28" x 6" SE 3DS 11,4 71 311 381 15,2 10.0" IM tba tba

12'6" x 30" x 6" SE 3DS 12 76 336 381 15,2 10.0" IM tba tba

14'0" x 30" x 6" SE 3DS 13,4 76 377 427 15,2 10.0" IM tba tba VENUS 
INFLATABLE
GIRL POWER
Originated from two popular sizes from our AllroundAir and CrusAir 
ranges, the Venus line comes in a beautiful and exciting color 
combination. These boards are perfect for cruising, touring, fitness 
and yoga. They provide all that is needed for a great time on the 
water. More importantly, the boards have a thickness of 5” for a lower 
standing position and lighter weight. The Venus products are available 
in LE technology for the lightest weight.

SIZE 
(inch)

TECHNOLOGY WEIGHT 
+/- 10 % (kg)

WIDTH 
(cm)

VOLUME
(liter)

LENGTH  
(cm)

THICKNESS
(cm)

US BOX CODE SRP €*

10'6" x 32" x 5" LE (AllroundAir) 8,4 81 256 319 12,7 9.0" IM tba tba

11’6“ x 30“ x 5“ LE (CruisAir) 8,2 76 252 350 12,7 9.0" IM tba tba

LADIES

LIGHT EDITION
(LE 3DS)

LIGHT EDITION
(LE)

LIGHT EDITION
(SL)

WINDSUPAIR  
INFLATABLE
SAILING & PADDLING
We introduced the JP windsurfing DNA to the most versatile 
shapes in the line and created this model. With this 
combination, we created the magic formula: Windsurf + SUP 
+ inflatable = WindsupAIR. The JP-Australia fans have chosen 
WindsupAIR as one of their all-time favorite products.
The WindsupAir provides a good all-round/cruising option 
for stand-up paddling, but the great windsurfing experience 
provided is equally enjoyable. Not to forget that it is also 
great for SUP yoga and SUP surfing. The center fin allows 
for better upwind performance. It comes in three different 
technologies: Light Edition with 3D Stringer, Light Edition 
and Superlight.

TAIL RAIL EDGE
The Tail Rail Edge enhances the performance of the boards 
by allowing a quick water release. This technology is 
featured on the LE 3DS models.

SIZE 
(inch)

TECHNOLOGY WEIGHT 
+/- 10 % (kg)

WIDTH 
(cm)

VOLUME
(liter)

LENGTH  
(cm)

THICKNESS
(cm)

US BOX CODE SRP €*

11’0“ x 34“ x 6“ LE 3DS 10,2 87 353 335 15,2 9.0" IM + 10.0" IM tba tba

12’6“ x 31“ x 6“ LE 3DS 10,6 79 333 381 15,2 9.0" IM + 10.0" IM tba tba

10’6“ x 32“ x 6“ LE 9,2 81 318 319 15,2 9.0" IM + 10.0" IM tba tba

11’0“ x 34“ x 6“ LE 9,6 87 353 335 15,2 9.0" IM + 10.0" IM tba tba

11’0“ x 34“ x 6“ SL tba 87 353 335 15,2 9.0" IM + 10.0" IM tba tba
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ADVENTURAIR 
INFLATABLE
EXPANDING FRONTIERS
The Adventurair can do it all - windsurf, white water paddling, fishing 
and touring. The Scotty mounts for fishing rods, the mast plug for 
windsurfing, the wide array of bungee straps, D-rings and handles, 
Adventurair has it all!  The quad setup with four 3” short soft fins 
is there for those shallow river pockets or white water action. You 
can add the middle fin for added traction and a center fin for better 
upwind performance while windsurfing.

TAIL RAIL EDGE
The Tail Rail Edge enhances the performance of the boards by allowing 
a quick water release.

SIZE 
(inch)

TECHNOLOGY WEIGHT 
+/- 10 % (kg)

WIDTH 
(cm)

VOLUME
(liter)

LENGTH  
(cm)

THICKNESS
(cm)

US BOX CODE SRP €*

12‘0“ x 36“ x 6“ SE 3DS 13,5 91 405 366 15,2
9.0" IM + 10.0" IM  

+ 4x 3.0" IM
tba tba

MONSTAIR  
INFLATABLE
THE NEW MONSTER IS IN TOWN
Our team board appears again as huge as usual! With 17’ of length 
and 65” of width, this board was redesigned with a 6” Triple Layer 
Composite Drop Stitch to decrease its weight. Call your friends and 
family, pets are also welcome! Fun times wait ahead with this gentle 
beast. Windsurf tandem blasting, teaching, paddling river tours, or just 
using it as your own private island!

SIZE 
(inch)

TECHNOLOGY WEIGHT 
+/- 10 % (kg)

WIDTH 
(cm)

VOLUME
(liter)

LENGTH  
(cm)

THICKNESS
(cm)

US BOX CODE SRP €*

17'0" x 65" x 6" SE 3DS 34,5 165 1120 518 15,2 4x 10.0" IM tba tba

SURFAIR  
INFLATABLE
SURFING THE AIR
This 3D Stringer and the tail release edge have further improved this 
amazing performer. The 4” thickness ensures the rail will be able 
to hold the turn with ease. Forget the airline fees and pack it into a 
standard suitcase if you want. Roll it, pump it, surf it!

TAIL RAIL EDGE
The Tail Rail Edge enhances the performance of the boards by 
allowing a quick water release.

YOUNG GUN AIR  
INFLATABLE
YOUNG GUN FUN
This super fun package fits two great sports into a very light 
backpack. Due to the extremely light construction the kids will 
instantly take off whether powered by a sail or a paddle. The board 
features a larger center fin to add traction and stability for those first 
windsurfing steps. The nature of the inflatable construction ensures 
the kids will not hurt themselves if they fall on the board or that the 
board will be damaged if they bump into something.

SIZE 
(inch)

TECHNOLOGY WEIGHT 
+/- 10 % (kg)

WIDTH 
(cm)

VOLUME
(liter)

LENGTH  
(cm)

THICKNESS
(cm)

US BOX CODE SRP €*

9‘7“ x 32“ x 4“ SE 3DS 9,4 81 175 292 10,4 9.0" IM + 2x 3.0" IM tba tba

SIZE 
(inch)

TECHNOLOGY WEIGHT 
+/- 10 % (kg)

WIDTH 
(cm)

VOLUME
(liter)

LENGTH  
(cm)

THICKNESS
(cm)

US BOX CODE SRP €*

9‘0“ x 26“ x 4“ SL tba tba

NEW KIDS



X-WINGER WINGAIR X-FOIL FOIL SLATE
CHOOSE THE RIGHT BOARD 
WITHIN JP‘S WING RANGE

The specialized wing 
foiling machines - very 
compact with plenty of 
volume and width

Advanced inflatable board 
for wing allrounders who 
are fond of traveling and 
need to save space

Easy performance 
allrounder for beginners, 
advanced riders and 
occasional surfers

Recommended for 
beginners in wing sports, 
watersport multitool with 
windsurf and foil option

X-WINGER
CHECK  Radical wing foiling board for higher performance

CHECK   For the ambitious advanced rider in the bigger 
sizes

CHECK   Shallow concaves combined with full beveled 
rails deliver maximum surface for instant take 
off and forgiveness during maneuvers

CHECK   Our signature long US tracks for superior 
leverage cover any forces a foil can throw at it

CHECK   New for MY22: two additional smaller sizes for 
the pro rider and one additional middle size for 
the advanced rider

X-FOIL
CHECK   Easy performance allrounder specialized for 

wing foiling, downwind SUP foiling and windsurf 
foiling

CHECK   Shorter in length, wider and thicker as the 
previous JP Foil range for generous flotation and 
instant reaction to pumping

CHECK   New for MY22: available now as well in the IPR 
construction, to get the best cost/benefit ratio

PRO: The PRO tech is back on many shapes! The 
advanced riders will be able to ride this pure 
performance-oriented layup on the X-WINGER, 
X-FOIL and SURF boards. This technology 
features a high-end finish and even lighter 
weight than previous seasons!

WINGAIR
CHECK   Recommended for advanced wing riders who 

additionally enjoy all advantages of an inflatable 
board

CHECK   Roll the WingAir up and store it in the delivered 
backpack

CHECK   The compact hull and JP’s superior construction 
provide a stiff feel when flying on the foil

CHECK   All sizes have footstrap positions for Foiling and 
Wing-Foiling

CHECK   New for MY22: additional smaller size

FOIL SLATE
CHECK   Recommended for beginners in wing sports and 

occasional riders

CHECK   Great shape for those who want to have an all-
in-one water sports board. Please note: SUP 
Foil, SUP Surf Foil, SUP Downwind Foil, Wing Foil, 
Windsurf Foil, SUP Surf, SUP, Wing Surf and who 
knows what else can be tried with the Foil Slate

NeilPryde  

Glide Surf

RECOMMENDED FOIL: 

TECH: COMPOSITE BOARDS TECH: INFLATABLE BOARD
IPR (INNEGRA PARABOLIC RAIL): The Innegra Parabolic Rail is a stringer molded around the whole 
rail the board, adding extra stiffness to the shape. The parabolic form of the rail combined with a high-
performance fibre called Innegra creates a strong and solid U-beam structure that connects the deck, 
rail and bottom. Moreover, Innegra is specified for being a high modulus polypropylene fiber that has 
excellent impact resistance. This ensures protection against external impact and the best stiffness 
ratio. Innegra is pigmented instead of fully painted to save weight and avoid paint chipping.

SE (Superior Edition): The 3 pre-laminated composite layers consist of 2 airtight PVC 
sheets bonded to a Polyester 1000D fabric to create one super strong shell. This shell 
is then machine laminated directly onto the 500D Polyes- ter Drop Stitch fabric. The 
pre-lamination and the composite struc- ture create an unprecedented weight/stiffness/
durability ratio ever produced in an inflatable SUP.
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PRO

PRO

IPR

IPR
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X-WINGER  
COMPOSITE BOARD
COMPACT WING FOILING MACHINES 
The X-Winger boards are specialized wing foiling machines! These shapes are very compact with plenty of volume and 
width. Shallow concaves combined with full beveled rails deliver maximum surface for instant take off and forgiveness 
during maneuvers.

The compact size and step tail offer the perfect platform getting instant reaction to pumping. Loading the wing 
under water and using the lift of the wing for take off. The concave deck shape is equipped with a comfortable pad 
and additional increased arch and tail kick pad supporting and guiding the foot in the perfect position when riding 
strapless. The foot-strap options offered, cover everything from V-shape, centered and off-centered positions.

The boards are made in our ultimate PRO technology to ensure the lightest weight and also in IPR, to get the best 
cost/benefit ratio. The strength of the track boxes is second to none - full deck to bottom PU blocks with multiple 
reinforcements covering our signature long US tracks for superior leverage to any forces a foil can throw at it.
For advanced riders, we added two shorter 4‘5“ sizes and a middle size 5’7“ to the X-Winger range for MY22.
The X-Winger comes with three single plug footstraps.

X-FOIL  
COMPOSITE BOARD
EXTRA SPECIAL FOIL SHAPE
The X-Foil is a specialized wing foiling, downwind SUP foiling and windsurf foiling machine! Shorter in length, wider and 
thicker compared to the Foil range for generous flotation and instant reaction to pumping. The deck concave shape 
helps control the foil while flying. The beveled rails and tail kick help with reducing the wetted surface for easy take-off 
and carefree tight turns. The foot-strap positions cover all needs of wing and SUP foiling. Only for windsurf foiling is 
strapless the best decision. 

The boards are made in our ultimate PRO edition technology to ensure the lightest weight necessary for early take-
off, quick pumping and fast progression into jumping.  The strength of the track boxes is second to none - full deck 
to bottom PU blocks with multiple reinforcements covering our signature long US tracks for superior leverage to any 
forces a foil can throw at it. New for 2022 is the X-Foil in all familiar sizes additionally built in the IPR technology.
The X-Foil comes with three double plug footstraps.

SIZE 
(inch)

TECHNOLOGY WEIGHT 
+/- 10 % (kg)

WIDTH 
(cm)

VOLUME
(liter)

LENGTH  
(cm)

THICKNESS
(cm)

US BOX CODE SRP €*

5'8" x 26'5" PRO 7 67 100 173 11,3 Foil use only tba tba

6'2" x 27,5" PRO 7,4 70 110 186 11,3 Foil use only tba tba

6'6" x 28,5" PRO 7,9 72 128 199 11,7 Foil use only tba tba

5'8" x 26'5" IPR 8 (Est) 67 100 173 11,3 Foil use only tba tba

6'2" x 27,5" IPR 8,5 (Est) 70 110 186 11,3 Foil use only tba tba

6'6" x 28,5" IPR 9 (Est) 72 128 199 11,7 Foil use only tba tba

SIZE 
(inch)

TECHNOLOGY WEIGHT 
+/- 10 % (kg)

WIDTH 
(cm)

VOLUME
(liter)

LENGTH  
(cm)

THICKNESS
(cm)

US BOX CODE SRP €*

4'5" x 21.5" PRO Foil use only tba tba

4'5" x 24" PRO Foil use only tba tba

4'5" x 26" PRO Foil use only tba tba

5'0" x 27" PRO Foil use only tba tba

5'5" x 28" PRO Foil use only tba tba

5'7" x 28.5" PRO Foil use only tba tba

6'0" x 29.5" PRO Foil use only tba tba

6'5" x 31" PRO Foil use only tba tba

4'5" x 21.5" IPR Foil use only tba tba

4'5" x 24" IPR Foil use only tba tba

4'5" x 26" IPR Foil use only tba tba

5'0" x 27" IPR Foil use only tba tba

5'5" x 28" IPR Foil use only tba tba

5'7" x 28.5" IPR Foil use only tba tba

6'0" x 29.5" IPR Foil use only tba tba

6'5" x 31" IPR Foil use only tba tba

FOIL 
ONLY

FOIL 
ONLY

WING WING

WINDSURF

OPTION

XXX

XXX

XXXX

XXXX

XXXX

XXXX

NEW SIZE NEW TECH
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FOIL SLATE  
COMPOSITE BOARD
LIGHTNING FAST AND FLYING HIGH
The Foil Slate is a top choice of the riders and the most flexible board in the market at the same time! For this 
reason, our shape was awarded the “SUP Paddlesports of the Year 2020” at the PaddleExpo 2020, the biggest 
trade fair of paddle sports in the world. Werner Gnigler created this great shape for those who want to have an 
all-in-one water sports board. Please note: SUP Foil, SUP Surf Foil, SUP Downwind Foil, Wing Foil, Windsurf Foil, SUP 
Surf, SUP, Wing Surf and who knows what else can be tried with the Foil Slate!

Stable, fast and reactive are the main strengths of the Foil Slates. Use the extra speed to glide across flat sections 
of the wave or to hit the lip with full power. The bottom shape features a V entry that flows into a deep single 
concave ending with a subtle V right at the center fin position. This ensures a smooth lift and an easy rail-to-rail 
transfer. 

Two US long track boxes are available for Foil sports, allowing different foil positions based on the rider skills. 
On the other hand, the traditional 3-finboxes set should be used for Stand-Up Paddling. New for 2021: Foil Slates 
feature windsurfing footstrap plugs for a better Windsurf Foil performance.

SIZE 
(inch)

TECHNOLOGY WEIGHT 
+/- 10 % (kg)

WIDTH 
(cm)

VOLUME
(liter)

LENGTH  
(cm)

THICKNESS
(cm)

US BOX CODE SRP €*

7'8"x29" IPR tba tba

8'2"x30" IPR tba tba

8'10"x31" IPR tba tba

TOPSELLER FOIL 
OPTION

FOIL 
ONLY

WING WING

WINDSURF

OPTION

WINGAIR  
INFLATABLE
PURE WING FOILING
Our pure wing foil inflatable. The compact hull and JP’s superior construction provide a stiff feel when flying on the 
foil. It is super user-friendly as it features all main advantages of inflatables: comfortable and smooth on your skin 
and knees, light and small for easy transport and storage. There is no better JP board when it comes to pleasurable, 
enjoyable and hassle-free winging in light winds. Pure wing foiling fun!
The NeilPryde Glide Surf foil fits perfectly and is our first choice - top recommendation!

Two sizes (5’4”x27.5” and 6’0”x28.5”) are available since last season, new for the model year 2022 is 5‘0“ x 27‘5“. All 
sizes have footstrap positions for Foiling and Wing-Foiling.

Inflatables have clear advantages over hardboards: They are super comfortable and user-friendly as they are easy 
to transport and store. These JP inflatable wing foil boards are specially developed and equipped for early take-off, 
featuring hard rails and more. Additionally, they come in JP’s superior welded technology.

Comfort: The soft hull is covered with a large, slip-proof EVA sheet for unmatched comfort and a safe stance. You also 
don’t have to worry about mistakes anymore because you won’t get hurt when falling on it.

Transport and Storage: Rolled up, the boards fit into a backpack – no more need for a car with a roof rack for transport 
or a big garage for storage. In times when airlines are hesitant to accept windsurf equipment, the boards’ backpack 
dimensions are a major advantage!

ADDITIONALLY INCLUDED ACCESSORIES
3 straps  |  Pump  |  Repair set  |  User manual  |  Backpack SE bag

SIZE 
(inch)

TECHNOLOGY WIDTH 
(cm)

VOLUME
(liter)

LENGTH  
(cm)

THICKNESS
(cm)

US BOX CODE SRP €*

5’0“ x 26.5“ x 5“  SE tba tba tba tba Foil use only tba tba

5’4“ x 27.5“ x 5“  SE 70 110 165 13 Foil use only tba tba

6’0“ x 28.5“ x 5“ SE 72 130 183 13 Foil use only tba tba

XXX

XXXX

XXXX

XXXX

„ Versatility is the main feature of this board. I learned how to wake foil, 
SUP foil and Wing foil - all on this board. It is perfect if you want to do 
your first glide with your foil and surfing good waves at the same time! 
It is an all in one board.“ – Tommaso Pampinella

NEW SIZE
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SURF  
COMPOSITE BOARD
TOP TO BOTTOM PERFECTION
The JP-Australia Surf range is designed for the “no-compromise”, top 
to bottom performance in the proper surf conditions for riders of 
all sizes. The whole Surf line has unique features: single to double 
concave flowing into a V tail, pulled in nose and tail, progressive 
rocker line and thin rails. 
The sophisticated color scheme, with black shades on the deck and 
orange rails, creates a powerful design to this product. In addition, its 
pure performance-oriented layup makes the Surf the best choice for 
the perfectionist wave riders.
All of the boards come with a 5 fin setup option and 3 fins. The whole 
range comes with FCS plugs, and the boxes positioned for the center 
fin allow the rider to choose 2 different fin positions.

FUSION  
COMPOSITE BOARD
THEY LOVE THE WAVES
The combination of a surfboard outline, subtly curved rocker line 
and generous volume thinned out on the rails through a step 
deck is a winning concept that fuses glide and stability with great 
surfing characteristics. The bottom shapes feature concaves 
throughout running into a V towards the tail. The V in the tail 
helps to rail up when going down a wave.

Their noses create efficient lift and the thinned out rails produce 
good bite during turns. The 10’2” and the 10’8” are also available 
as a Soft Deck version and come in a single fin option while all 
the other sizes come with a thruster set-up. The Fusions have a 
really good glide and are happy in flat water paddling and they 
love the waves.

SURF WIDE  
COMPOSITE BOARD
FULL ACTION IN FULL COMFORT
The Surf Wide line provides all the features of a full-on performance 
shaped surf paddleboard with the comfort of the added width. The 
thin rails hold the turn smoothly and the slightly flatter rocker line 
generates a lot of speed. The entire line features slightly pulled in 
nose and a squash tail for a quicker release.

The stability combined with unbelievable turning potential is still the 
main characteristic of this progressive shape concept. The boards 
have the standard quad set-up and come with a quad fin set.

SIZE 
(inch)

TECHNOLOGY WEIGHT 
+/- 10 % (kg)

WIDTH 
(cm)

VOLUME
(liter)

LENGTH  
(cm)

THICKNESS
(cm)

US BOX CODE SRP €*

7'2"x 25" PRO tba tba tba

7'6"x 27" PRO tba tba tba

8'1"x 28" PRO tba tba tba

8'6"x 29" PRO tba tba tba

8'10"x 30" PRO tba tba tba

SIZE 
(inch)

TECHNOLOGY WEIGHT 
+/- 10 % (kg)

WIDTH 
(cm)

VOLUME
(liter)

LENGTH  
(cm)

THICKNESS
(cm)

US BOX CODE SRP €*

9'2"x 30,5" Wood Edition tba tba

9'8"x 31" Wood Edition tba tba

10'2"x 32" Wood Edition tba tba

10‘8“x 34“ Wood Edition

tba tba

10'2"x 32" SOFT DECK tba tba

10'8"x 34" SOFT DECK tba tba

SIZE 
(inch)

TECHNOLOGY WEIGHT 
+/- 10 % (kg)

WIDTH 
(cm)

VOLUME
(liter)

LENGTH  
(cm)

THICKNESS
(cm)

US BOX CODE SRP €*

8'2"x 31,5" IPR tba tba tba

8'8"x 32" IPR tba tba tba

9'3"x 32,5" IPR tba tba tba

TOPSELLER

HYBRID 
COMPOSITE BOARD
TOUR & SURF
The subtle displacement bow flowing into a double concave 
bottom with soft thin rails and narrow tail provides a combination 
of good glide, stability and solid surfing characteristic. The 
Hybrids feature a long efficient water line offering a superior 
paddling sensation on flat water with the longboard type of tail 
for easy rail to rail transfers in the surf.

Take the Hybrid for a tour or a downwind run and check out the 
waves on your way back. Bring along your necessities under the 
bungee tie downs for a great day on the water.

SIZE 
(inch)

TECHNOLOGY WEIGHT 
+/- 10 % (kg)

WIDTH 
(cm)

VOLUME
(liter)

LENGTH  
(cm)

THICKNESS
(cm)

US BOX CODE SRP €*

10'8"x 31" Wood Edition tba tba

11'6"x 32" Wood Edition tba tba

WINDSURF

OPTION
WINDSURF

OPTION

WINDSURF

OPTION
WINDSURF

OPTION
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LONGBOARD  
COMPOSITE BOARD
CLASSIC PERFORMANCE
The Longboard line is full-on surf performance-oriented. All four sizes 
feature a very subtle step deck and a nicely pulled in tail. The narrow 
tail, in combination with a V, makes them very loose and responsive. 
A flat deck curve gives the rider confidence when paddling and the 
stability needed to cross the breaking waves. The smooth bottom 
curve provides good glide and, in combination with the increasing 
tail kick, easy rail to rail transition.

The Longboards have an amazing range of use. They work great for 
beginners to experts, from first paddle strokes to hanging ten!

OUTBACK 
COMPOSITE BOARD
RUNNING SILENT
The super stable parallel outline and the sharp displacement bow ensure an 
effortless and silent glide. Apart from standard fittings like multiple bungee tie 
downs, FCS nose plugs for GoPro or the JP standard windsurfing option, the 
Outback comes with cooler tie-down inserts, inserts for the JP Fishing Rack (sold 
separately) and a very special and unique storage system: the Light Capsule! 
Discover the new worlds with the amazing night paddling feature of the Outbacks!

The Light Capsule has a transparent bottom that lets you put in a flashlight of 
your choice for an amazing night paddling sensation! You can, of course, use it 
to store car keys, your favorite drink or even tackle bait. The boards feature the 
fully padded nose for a comfortable ride of your kid or your dog. Paddle out and 
kick back - the Outback!

SIZE 
(inch)

TECHNOLOGY WEIGHT 
+/- 10 % (kg)

WIDTH 
(cm)

VOLUME
(liter)

LENGTH  
(cm)

THICKNESS
(cm)

US BOX CODE SRP €*

9'6"x28" Wood Edition tba tba

10'0"x29" Wood Edition tba tba

10'6"x30" Wood Edition tba tba

11'6"x31" Wood Edition tba tba

SIZE 
(inch)

TECHNOLOGY WEIGHT 
+/- 10 % (kg)

WIDTH 
(cm)

VOLUME
(liter)

LENGTH  
(cm)

THICKNESS
(cm)

US BOX CODE SRP €*

12'0"x 32,4" AST tba

12'0"x 32,5" SOFT DECK tba

GT–S 
COMPOSITE BOARD
FAST TOURER AND GREAT CRUISER
The GT-S is the pinnacle of our flatwater touring range development! Think „ease of use“ at no cost to speed. The narrow 
nose outline slices through the water effortlessly making way for the wide and parallel midsection to carry that glide all 
the way through the stable tail. 

The idea is to be able to enjoy the view on SUP tours while gliding at an average Race SUP speed. You don’t want to feel 
cramped on a super narrow race board afraid you‘ll take a dive if you take a look around you. 
Big bungee deck area with subtle cockpit will take care of all the gear you can possible need for a great tour.

SIZE 
(inch)

TECHNOLOGY WEIGHT 
+/- 10 % (kg)

WIDTH 
(cm)

VOLUME
(liter)

LENGTH  
(cm)

THICKNESS
(cm)

US BOX CODE SRP €*

12‘6“ x 29“ CARBON tba tba

14‘0“ x 29“ CARBON tba tba

12‘6“ x 29“ BIAX tba tba

14‘0“ x 29“ BIAX tba tba

CARBON BIAX

WINDSURF

OPTION

WINDSURF

OPTION

XXX

XXXX

XXXX

„ The GT-S is THE board which combines 
touring and speed. You can fully enjoy 
exploring while still being sporty and fast!“  
– Greta Marchegger
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ALLWATER RACE  
COMPOSITE BOARD
THE MISSING LINK
This is the board you can take to most of the races where you don’t know for sure 
what conditions you can expect: from downwind bumps to flatwater calmness. 

The rocker line of the Allwater shape fits right in between the Downwind and the 
Flatwater shape. The concave throughout the standing area maximizes stability 
and creates a long flat rocker line section. The fin has a forward placed position 
for maximum maneuverability.

FLATWATER RACE 
COMPOSITE BOARD
NO COMPROMISES
The Flatwater Race boards feature a dugout standing area for maximum stability. 
This has allowed us to go as narrow as 21.5”. The volume of the sidewalls will 
bounce you back in balance even if you are challenged by some chop. The high 
walls in the front will direct the water from entering and the drain pipes will clear 
the standing area of any water that might have gotten in. The smooth transition 
from deep standing area to the thick tail ensures easy movement towards the 
tail for pivot turning. The narrow nose transforms smoothly into a single concave 
bottom extending all the way to the tail. This creates a long water line resulting in 
great linear glide and directional stability.
All the 2021 Race PRO boards feature a full PVC sandwich deck and rails for 
maximum in durability and light weight.

SIZE 
(inch)

TECHNOLOGY WEIGHT 
+/- 10 % (kg)

WIDTH 
(cm)

VOLUME
(liter)

LENGTH  
(cm)

THICKNESS
(cm)

US BOX CODE SRP €*

12'6" x 23" PRO tba tba tba tba tba tba tba tba

14'0" x 22" PRO tba tba tba tba tba tba tba tba

14'0" x 23,5" PRO tba tba tba tba tba tba tba tba

14'0" x 25,5" PRO tba tba tba tba tba tba tba tba

SIZE 
(inch)

TECHNOLOGY WEIGHT 
+/- 10 % (kg)

WIDTH 
(cm)

VOLUME
(liter)

LENGTH  
(cm)

THICKNESS
(cm)

US BOX CODE SRP €*

14'0" x 21,5" PRO tba tba tba tba tba tba tba tba

14'0" x 23" PRO tba tba tba tba tba tba tba tba

ALLWATER GT  
COMPOSITE BOARD
THE ALLROUND GRAND TOURER
The GT came to life after we developed the Allwater Race boards. When we realized 
how stable, fast and easy to paddle this shape was we immediately knew that we 
found the ideal formula for a performance-oriented tourer. The main strong points 
of this magic shape are; high volume in the nose and the tail area for lift and 
stability in all conditions, wide square tail and the concave bottom for ultimate in 
stability and water line efficiency. 

The boards work great in rough water conditions, on downwind runs and in flat 
water – the true Allwater shape.

The bungee tie-downs for “carry-on” items make sure you have everything for a 
comfortable cruise. The Allwater GTs come in the BIAX technology.

SIZE 
(inch)

TECHNOLOGY WEIGHT 
+/- 10 % (kg)

WIDTH 
(cm)

VOLUME
(liter)

LENGTH  
(cm)

THICKNESS
(cm)

US BOX CODE SRP €*

12'6" x 28‘5" BIAX tba tba tba tba tba tba tba tba

14'0" x 27‘5" BIAX tba tba tba tba tba tba tba tba

„ I use this board in any condition, from flatwater 
races to the downwind and technical beach races. 
If in doubt - take the Allwater Race and go racing.“  
– Tommaso Pampinella
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PADDLE-TECH 

CONCAVE V BLADE

CARBON SHAFT 
Carbon PRO models feature 100% 12K Biax Carbon 
for a controlled flex at the lowest possible weight. 
The Carbon models feature 60% 3K Carbon.

BLADE LAMINATE 
The blade of both the Carbon PRO and Carbon paddles is laminated 
with 100% Carbon pre-preg 3K fiber for the ultimate in light weight 
performance.

ABS EDGE 
The durable ABS edge is well bonded to the prepreg 
fiber to make sure your paddle withstands impacts.

CNC MACHINED PVC 
The CNC machined core is made of dense PVC closed cell foam 
unlike the non-stable PU cores that some of the competition 
is using.

The parallel outline in combination with the deep V concave provides a super stable and powerful catch. Even with a smal-
ler size blade you can maximize the efficiency of your stroke with a minimal shoulder stress. The release is smooth for an 
easy transition towards the next stroke. The shapes are great for both racing and surfing.

PADDLE HOLDER
Our SE 3DS inflatable models come with this feature to 
hold the paddle when it is not in use (except SurfAir and 
MonstAir).
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CARBON PRO
100% Pre-preg Carbon, CNC shaped high density PVC core blade! 
100% Pre-preg Carbon shaft! This is the only way to achieve 
lowest weight, quickest response and ultimate in performance. 
The concave V blades are powerful and super stable, offered in 
83 in2, 90 in2 and the newest 77 in2. They feature a  generous 
ABS edge for the protection of your board and the blade. The 
handles are made of 100% Carbon. The Cut-To-Length Carbon 
handle is covered with comfortable EVA.

CARBON
100% Pre-preg Carbon CNC shaped high density PVC core blade 
with a 60% Pre-preg Carbon shaft is a great performance 
paddle. We kept the “swing weight” low by using the full carbon 
blade. The 60% Pre-preg Carbon shaft is a better option for 
those looking for a slightly forgiving feel at a really low weight 
predominantly in waves or touring. The concave V blades 
feature a generous ABS edge for the protection of your board, 
offered in three sizes: 83 in2, 90 in2 and the newest 77 in2. The 
handles are made of 100% Carbon. The Cut-To-Length Carbon 
handle is covered with comfortable EVA.

CARBON GLASS
The Carbon blade in combination with a Pre-preg 
fiberglass shaft provides very good performance at a 
great price. The stringer inside the “Y” blade creates 
stiffness. The matt finish on the shaft provides good 
grip. Comes with a 100% carbon slotted extension and 
handle.

GLASS
Fiberglass flexes naturally and is therefore 
easy on your shoulders and back. The stringer 
inside the “Y” blade creates stiffness while the 
full fiberglass pressure molded blade is leak 
proof. The shafts have a horizontally roughened 
surface for a good grip. Comes with an 
fiberglass/carbon extension and an ABS handle.

GLASS PE
This combination of light fiberglass shaft and 
a V Concave fiberglass reinforced Polyethylene 
(PE) blade is a great alternative to heavier 
alloy paddles. The shafts have a  horizontally 
roughened surface for a good grip and they 
come with an Aluminum slotted extension and 
an ABS handle.

ALLOY
The 3 piece Alloy comes with compression 
clamps for both connections. The 
bottom part also has the safety pin.  
The Alloy paddle comes with an unbeatable 
advantage – the price!

MODEL SHAFT 
LENGTH 

BLADE BLADE SIZE
in2

BLADE 
MATERIAL

SHAFT 
MATERIAL

CODE SRP €*

1-part "Cut-to-length"

< 215 cm JP Concave V blade 77 100% Carbon 100% Pre-preg Carbon 201160 419,00

< 217 cm JP Concave V blade 83 100% Carbon 100% Pre-preg Carbon 201160 419,00

< 219 cm JP Concave V blade 90 100% Carbon 100% Pre-preg Carbon 201160 419,00

2-parts adjustable

158 - 213 cm JP Concave V blade 77 100% Carbon 100% Pre-preg Carbon 201161 439,00

160 - 215 cm JP Concave V blade 83 100% Carbon 100% Pre-preg Carbon 201161 439,00

162 - 217 cm JP Concave V blade 90 100% Carbon 100% Pre-preg Carbon 201161 439,00

3-parts adjustable

167 - 213 cm JP Concave V blade 77 100% Carbon 100% Pre-preg Carbon 201162 449,00

169 - 215 cm JP Concave V blade 83 100% Carbon 100% Pre-preg Carbon 201162 449,00

171 - 217 cm JP Concave V blade 90 100% Carbon 100% Pre-preg Carbon 201162 449,00

MODEL SHAFT 
LENGTH 

BLADE BLADE SIZE
in2

BLADE 
MATERIAL

SHAFT 
MATERIAL

CODE SRP €*

1-part "Cut-to-length"

< 215 cm JP Concave V blade 77 100% Carbon 60% Pre-preg Carbon 201163 299,00

< 217 cm JP Concave V blade 83 100% Carbon 60% Pre-preg Carbon 201163 299,00

< 219 cm JP Concave V blade 90 100% Carbon 60% Pre-preg Carbon 201163 299,00

2-parts adjustable

158 - 213 cm JP Concave V blade 77 100% Carbon 60% Pre-preg Carbon 201164 319,00

160 - 215 cm JP Concave V blade 83 100% Carbon 60% Pre-preg Carbon 201164 319,00

162 - 217 cm JP Concave V blade 90 100% Carbon 60% Pre-preg Carbon 201164 319,00

3-parts adjustable

167 - 213 cm JP Concave V blade 77 100% Carbon 60% Pre-preg Carbon 201165 329,00

169 - 215 cm JP Concave V blade 83 100% Carbon 60% Pre-preg Carbon 201165 329,00

171 - 217 cm JP Concave V blade 90 100% Carbon 60% Pre-preg Carbon 201165 329,00

MODEL SHAFT 
LENGTH 

BLADE BLADE SIZE
in2

BLADE 
MATERIAL

SHAFT 
MATERIAL

CODE SRP €*

2-parts adjustable
160 - 215 cm Y dihedral blade 83 100% Carbon Fiberglass 201169 219,00

162 - 217 cm Y dihedral blade 90 100% Carbon Fiberglass 201169 219,00

3-parts adjustable
169 - 215 cm Y dihedral blade 83 100% Carbon Fiberglass 201170 229,00

171 - 217 cm Y dihedral blade 90 100% Carbon Fiberglass 201170 229,00

MODEL SHAFT 
LENGTH 

BLADE BLADE SIZE
in2

BLADE 
MATERIAL

SHAFT 
MATERIAL

CODE SRP €*

2-parts adjustable
160 - 215cm Y dihedral blade 83 Fiberglass Fiberglass 201176 199,00

162 - 217 cm Y dihedral blade 90 Fiberglass Fiberglass 201176 199,00

3-parts adjustable
169 - 215cm Y dihedral blade 83 Fiberglass Fiberglass 201177 209,00

171 - 217 cm Y dihedral blade 90 Fiberglass Fiberglass 201177 209,00

MODEL SHAFT 
LENGTH 

BLADE BLADE SIZE
in2

BLADE 
MATERIAL

SHAFT 
MATERIAL

CODE SRP €*

2-parts adjustable 162 - 217 cm V blade 90 Polyethylene (PE) 
reinforced with 

Ffiberglass

Fiberglass 201173 99,00

3-parts adjustable 171 - 217 cm V blade 90 Fiberglass 201174 109,00

Small: 2-parts adjustable 135 - 190 cm Soft concave blade 75 Fiberglass 201175 79,00

MODEL SHAFT 
LENGTH 

BLADE BLADE SIZE
in2

BLADE 
MATERIAL

SHAFT 
MATERIAL

CODE SRP €*

3-parts adjustable 165 - 215 cm Standard blade 82 ABS Alloy 291146 64,90

TOPSELLER

TOPSELLER

TOPSELLER

NEW DESIGN


